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1 Introduction

During the short handful of decades of its
existence, the role of e-mail in society has
quickly evolved. Initially, it aided in persist-
ing asynchronous conversations across global
distances. However, its nearly universal adop-
tion and integration into both personal and
work life necessitated information manage-
ment technologies that alleviate the burden
of dealing with quantities of e-mail – espe-
cially in time-critical scenarios. The RADAR
project (Freed et al., 2008), of which Jaime
G. Carbonell was one of the key leaders, was
a major research project at Carnegie Mel-
lon that recognized reducing e-mail overload
required a holistic approach that integrated
task management with e-mail, had the abil-
ity to recognize and prioritize new and ongo-
ing requests, could perform automated plan-
ning to implicitly resolve contention for multi-
ple resources (e.g., rooms, equipment), would
take proactive action on implicit requests, etc..
The project naturally benefited from Profes-
sor Carbonell’s previous research experience –
including text analysis, machine learning, in-
formation retrieval, and automated planning.

A variety of new research also developed
around the same time or directly in the con-
text of the RADAR project at Carnegie Mel-
lon to contribute to this holistic approach. For
example, Carvalho (2008) demonstrated mem-
bership in an ontology of speech acts could
be accurately predicted using machine learn-
ing, and those predictions could be used to im-
prove e-mail management. To aid task man-
agement and tracking, Bennett & Carbonell
(2005a) demonstrated it was possible to ef-
fectively identify e-mails with action-items –
explicit requests that required the recipient’s
attention. They went on to demonstrate that,
unlike topic classification, action-item classifi-

cation was one of the first of a growing class of
text classification problems where the predic-
tivity of a sequence of words (i.e. n-grams) on
class membership could not be captured as a
simple bag-of-words (Bennett and Carbonell,
2005b). Finally, Bennett & Carbonell (2007)
used estimates of the sensitivity and variance
of micro-level predictions (e.g., “is this sen-
tence an action-item?”) to make more robust
predictions at the macro-level (e.g., “does this
e-mail contain an action-item?”).

Figure 1: An Illustrative Example of a Deeply
Knowledgeable Advisor

Figure 2: The prototypical student may spend
early years emulating the advisor – including
superficial features of an advisor’s appearance.
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Figure 3: Count of e-mails sent between a student-advisor pair. Each mail was sent directly
from the student/advisor with the recipient explicitly listed (i.e. not via a distribution list) in
the “To” or “Cc” fields. Academic semester boundaries are denoted in gray – due to data loss
a major time gap not represented in the e-mail archive is denoted by the black line.

However, in honor of Professor Carbonell’s
forward-thinking nature, I now will speculate
on upcoming challenges in the domain of e-
mail. In particular, while the majority of work
has focused on managing the ongoing bur-
den of mail or searching through past mail,
we instead raise the question of whether e-
mail can serve as a datasource for a retro-
spective and introspective examination of the
user’s individual relationships and their evolu-
tion over time. This is particularly of inter-
est since the archival nature of e-mail and the
fact that e-mail is now widely freely available
means most people already have a substantial
archive of e-mail. Tools that enable a user to
gain insight into relationship management and
growth, summarize periods of the user’s life at
both the aggregate level and within particular
social circles, or simply enable a more detailed
reflection could provide significant utility to
anyone with an e-mail archive.

An example of such introspection is Wol-
fram’s (Wolfram, 2012) introspective analysis
using a variety of logged personal data (e.g.
keystrokes, number of e-mails sent, calls made
etc.). However, in this short paper, we go be-
yond that and consider the temporal change
in a one-one relationship observed by e-mail.
In particular, we choose to study the e-mail
footprint of a PhD student and thesis advisor.
For those who have never met such creatures,
examples of a thesis advisor and PhD student
are given in Figures 1 and 2, respectively.

The e-mail archive consists of mail between
the student and advisor from when the stu-
dent entered the university until when the stu-
dent exited the university (several months af-
ter graduation). The student’s and advisor’s
names will be withheld from the paper al-
though the astute reader may be inclined to
make guesses as to their identities. In order
to remove general broadcast mail and focus
on personal communications, the mail archive
was restricted to the set of mails where ei-
ther: (1) the student was listed in the “From”
field and the advisor was explicitly listed in
the “To” or “Cc” field, or (2) the advisor
was listed in the “From” field and the student
was explicitly listed in the “To” or “Cc” field.
This helped eliminate mails to distribution-
lists, etc. although the “To” or “Cc” field
was allowed to have multiple names as long
as either the student or advisor was explicitly
listed and not simply a member of a group
alias. Unfortunately, one period of time is
missing from the archive due to data loss (a
corrupt drive where an archive from that pe-
riod was stored). It is possible that other mail
was lost due to the use of other mailers at dif-
ferent points of time that may have different
archive settings – in the analysis, I assume that
these events cause mails to be missing at ran-
dom so that the aggregate trends can still be
viewed as a representative sample. Likewise
this is only a sample of the digital footprint
of the relationship since much communication
occurred in person. Even with the data loss,



the archive spans many years – making this
analysis unique relative to the literature. I will
not specify exactly how many years, but let
us call the total number of years the student
spent at the university n. We will see later
(see Figure 4) that n > 6.5 years.1

2 Results & Discussion

Figure 3 gives the number of e-mails sent per
day by each of the student and advisor over
the course of the graduate student’s univer-
sity career. To ease visual presentation, each
point on the x-axis represents a unique day
where mail was sent or received; we do not
plot each date since on most dates e-mail was
not sent or received between the pair. The
semester boundaries are shown in gray with
a black line depicting the time period where
data was lost. Figure 4 aggregates the num-
ber of e-mails from each of the student and
advisor on a per academic semester basis.

We note several trends. Initially, the advisor
is the primary sender of e-mail. This is consis-
tent with the traditional role of the advisor as
providing more direct guidance early in a grad-
uate’s student career. During the 6th semester
we see a shift where the e-mail is entirely sent
by the student. After the 6th semester, it ap-
pears that the total volume of e-mail is more
equally sent by both parties. We aggregate
the numbers to examine whether this is the
case. The aggregate numbers are given in Ta-
ble 1. We see indeed that there is a massive
shift from the advisor sending 2:1 mails be-
fore the 6th semester to the student sending
slightly more in aggregate in the period start-
ing with the sixth semester. Interestingly, it
was during semester 5-6 that the student de-
fined the key direction for his dissertation. We
see here then digital evidence of the emergence
of a peer relationship – where both sides seem
to be contributing equally – around a key tran-
sition in research. At the end of the time at the
university we see a notable increase from both
the student and advisor. During this period of
time the student and advisor were conducting
a variety of new projects that benefited from
their previous work together.

1Since the reported time to PhD graduation at the
university is often said to be 6.5 years, we can also
clearly conclude that the student is above average.
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Figure 4: Count of e-mails sent between a
student-advisor pair aggregated by academic
semester. Due to data loss a major time gap
not represented in the e-mail archive occurs
between the columns denoted as 11 and 12.
The first 11 columns are in fact the first 11
semesters (i.e., 5.5 years) of the student’s ca-
reer as a graduate student.

Period From Student From Advisor

Total 69 80
Before Semester 6 21 40
Semester 6 & After 48 40

Table 1: Count of e-mails originating from
the student or advisor overall and relative to
the transition from the pivotal semester 5 to 6
where the student’s major dissertation thrust
was defined.

Finally, we can analyze the trend in word
usage over time as well. In particular, after
removing words that are globally frequent in
English,2 we looked at the rank correlation of
word frequency with time for all words that oc-
curred in at least three calendar years. We did
this to identify words whose usage increases
with time or decreases. We note two inter-
esting cases. The top word from e-mails sent
by the advisor that decreases in frequency is
“progress” (Spearman’s ρ = −0.83). The con-
cerned reader may hypothesize that the advi-
sor ceased to use the word “progress” having
given up hope that the student would make
any. However, examination of the e-mail cor-
pus reveals that in early years the advisor
was both characterizing the student’s progress
for fellowship applications and in promoting
group discussions whose goal was to help shape
direction. As the student’s direction became

2We used the top 1K words of Bing’s web n-gram
list (Microsoft, 2010) as a stopword list.



set, the word disappears from the corpus at
a similar timepoint to the transition in fre-
quency of e-mail. Likewise, the word in e-
mails sent by the student that increases the
most in frequency is “attached” (Spearman’s
ρ = 0.68). In this case, examination of the
corpus reveals the natural hypothesis is cor-
rect: the student increasingly sends attach-
ments consisting of write-ups, papers, and re-
sults as time progresses. Again, this word be-
gins appearing in the corpus near the same
critical point in time. Thus, the textual anal-
ysis lends support to the frequency analysis
that a key shift in direction and the relation-
ship occurred around the same point in time.

3 Conclusion

In this paper, we considered e-mail centric
technology directions. In particular, we dis-
cuss and conduct a case study of e-mail
archives as a valuable source of introspec-
tive data. We primarily considered very
broad temporal trends in this paper, but obvi-
ously richer tools could be used to perform a
deeper textual analysis as well. For example,
studies of topic specific evolution in individ-
ual relationships, peer-peer, and subordinate-
supervisor relationships could prove interest-
ing. This would extend work such as Danescu-
Niculescu-Mizil’s et al. study of power re-
lationships and linguistic accommodation in
public Wikipedia logs and Supreme Court
transcripts (Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al.,
2012) to private domains as well as to cases
where the relationship may vary over time. Fi-
nally, as another measure of success, when pre-
sented with the analysis the student was not
only interested in the results, but found the
data-derived summary provided a more com-
plete picture than memory – perhaps because
the research-focused mind may sometimes for-
get to take note of all of the little data points
that add up to big trends.
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